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Zoom Sessions with Experts 

Meet Wilf, the Victorian 
fire man whose job it 
was to shovel coal into 
the steam engine. Y5 
and Y6 were entertained 
with tales of the railway 
during the Victorian era 
on Tuesday. Meanwhile, 

Jays and Owls learnt all about Victorian schools from Mr 
Fermor, a Victorian headteacher, and how different they 
were from school today.  

Juggling and Magic 

Next Monday (at 
2:00 pm) we 
have a juggling 
& magic session 
with Paul In-
credible. If you 
are interested in 
learning how to 
juggle, you can 
make some juggling balls out of socks—see Paul Incred-
ible’s video to show you how: https://
kineticcircus.co.uk/make-your-own-juggling-balls/ 

           Spotted on Seesaw                   

The Seesaw pages are packed 
with exciting images of work you  
have done and projects you want 
to share. Here are some of the 
pictures that caught my eye this 
week. Top left is Flo’s (Owls) 
beautifully decorated ocean po-
em, top right is Cameron (Owls) 
who is making 3D shapes. I love 
this picture of Mr Fermor, the 

Victorian teacher, that Ava (Jays) drew. 
On the left is a photo of Chloe in Wrens 
making necklaces for her grandmas. The 
final two drawings are by Evie E (Y5) on 
the left and Louis (Y4) on the right. 

                              This Week’s Awards    
        Writer of the Week       
 River (Owls) for her wonderful sea po-
em & Robin (Year 3) for his stunning 
progress and hard work in writing 
throughout the last few weeks 

      Mathematician of the Week  
 Francesca (Y4) & Ryan (Owls) for con-

sistent hard work and effort in Maths tasks   

                        Reader of the Week 
Abe (Y6) for his clear, expressive reading for his buddy 
in Wrens. The video is brilliant! 

                Citizen of the Week 
Isabella (Jays) for picking up litter and filling a whole 
bag on her walk. 
         

Friday 

February 26th 2021 

Birthdays 
 
 
 
 
 

Happy Birthday To … 
 

Chloe (Wrens) February 24th 

Tom (Year 3) February 26th 

Owyn (Year 4) February 27th 

Isabel (Year 3) February 28th 

 
             


